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•1. The _______________ is the STANDARD 
Tool for SELECTING clips, menu items, and 
other objects in the user interface. 



•1. The _______________ is the STANDARD 
Tool for SELECTING clips, menu items, and 
other objects in the user interface. 

•Selection Tool



•2. THIS portion of the Premiere Pro 
workspace contains the IMPORT VIDEO 
ONLY icon/button. 



•2. THIS portion of the Premiere Pro 
workspace contains the IMPORT VIDEO 
ONLY icon/button. 

•Source Monitor



•3. In a DOLLY shot, the entire camera is 
moved side-to-side, (or left and right), while 
in a ZOOM shot, the camera remains 
stationary, and just turns or rotates left and 
right. 



•3. In a DOLLY shot, the entire camera is moved 
side-to-side, (or left and right), while in a ZOOM 
shot, the camera remains stationary, and just 
turns or rotates left and right. 

•FALSE



•4. If you want to only Export a certain 
RANGE of time in your sequence, set a Mark 
In and Mark Out point on the Timeline, and 
then at the bottom of the EXPORT WINDOW 
choose the Source Range: 
“_______________. “



•4. If you want to only Export a certain 
RANGE of time in your sequence, set a Mark 
In and Mark Out point on the Timeline, and 
then at the bottom of the EXPORT WINDOW 
choose the Source Range: 
“________________ ”

•Sequence In/Out



•5. The _______________ allows you to 
select EVERYTHING to the RIGHT of the 
cursor/playhead in a sequence. 



•5. The _______________ allows you to 
select EVERYTHING to the RIGHT of the 
cursor/playhead in a sequence. 

•Track Select Forward Tool



•6. The Program Monitor contains Insert and 
Overwrite buttons. 



•6. The Program Monitor contains Insert and 
Overwrite buttons. 

•FALSE



•7. If you want to edit a Legacy Title on your 
timeline, you should double-click on it on 
the timeline, (which will then open a 
separate Legacy Title "editing" window.)



•7. If you want to edit a Legacy Title on your 
timeline, you should double-click on it on 
the timeline, (which will then open a 
separate Legacy Title "editing" window.) 

•TRUE



•8. Historically, the structure of a story is 
most commonly broken down into a 
___________ act structure. 



•8. Historically, the structure of a story is 
most commonly broken down into a 
___________ act structure. 

•Three



•9. Through using the same specific 
screenplay style script format for years, 
filmmakers have discovered that by using 
the Courier font, in 12 point font size, ONE 
PAGE OF SCRIPT equals about ____  
___________ of screen time, or final 
product. 



•9. Through using the same specific 
screenplay style script format for years, 
filmmakers have discovered that by using 
the Courier font, in 12 point font size, ONE 
PAGE OF SCRIPT equals about ____  
___________ of screen time, or final 
product.

•One minute



•10. Two "best practices" that would help 
make sure that a video appeals to a wide 
audience are: 1) Keep cultural differences in 
mind, and 2) Select video clips that do NOT 
require explanation. 



•10. Two "best practices" that would help 
make sure that a video appeals to a wide 
audience are: 1) Keep cultural differences in 
mind, and 2) Select video clips that do NOT 
require explanation. 

•TRUE



•11. If you need to get to the Effects Panel, 
(to add an effect to a clip), it is usually found 
on a TAB in the _______ Panel. (You "MAY" 
have to scroll left or right within this panel 
to "find" the Effects TAB.) 



•11. If you need to get to the Effects Panel, 
(to add an effect to a clip), it is usually found 
on a TAB in the _______ Panel. (You "MAY" 
have to scroll left or right within this panel 
to "find" the Effects TAB.) 

•Project



•12. The best thing to use video for, is to 
accomplish something. This would be the 
Project Purpose, or Goal.



•12. The best thing to use video for, is to 
accomplish something. This would be the 
Project Purpose, or Goal.

•TRUE



•13. What are storyboards most often used 
for?



•13. What are storyboards most often used 
for?

•To previsualize the shots of the story



•14. Safe areas of a screen are important to 
videographers, and especially editors, because 
not all televisions will show the entire “outer 
edges” of videos and information on their 
screens. There are 2 safe areas, or zones to be 
aware of. The inner area is called the 
“___________ safe” zone, and the larger, 
(outermost frame) of the two restricted areas is 
called the “action safe” zone. 



•14. Safe areas of a screen are important to 
videographers, and especially editors, because 
not all televisions will show the entire “outer 
edges” of videos and information on their 
screens. There are 2 safe areas, or zones to be 
aware of. The inner area is called the 
“___________ safe” zone, and the larger, 
(outermost frame) of the two restricted areas is 
called the “action safe” zone. 

•Title



•15. If you want to Export EVERY CLIP in your 
Timeline. Which Option should you choose 
at the bottom of the Export window under 
Source Range? 



•15. If you want to Export EVERY CLIP in your 
Timeline. Which Option should you choose 
at the bottom of the Export window under 
Source Range? 

•Entire Sequence



•16. When planning and storyboarding for 
camera moves, you should use and draw 
________________ on your storyboards to 
help indicate what directions cameras, 
angles, or frames are moving or progressing. 



•16. When planning and storyboarding for 
camera moves, you should use and draw 
________________ on your storyboards to 
help indicate what directions cameras, 
angles, or frames are moving or progressing. 

•Arrows



•17. How do you apply a transition between 
clips on the timeline?



•17. How do you apply a transition between 
clips on the timeline?

•Open the Effects Panel, Open the Video 
Transitions folder, open a “transition type” 

folder, drag and drop the transition you want 
onto the cut point between the two clips on the 

timeline. 



•18. _________________________ is a way 
to classify people, or a target audience by 
age, gender, occupation, education level, 
residence, ethnicity, income level, computer 
literacy. 



•18. _________________________ is a way 
to classify people, or a target audience by 
age, gender, occupation, education level, 
residence, ethnicity, income level, computer 
literacy. 

•Demographics



•19. A line of abbreviated text at the 
beginning of each scene in a movie 
“screenplay style” cinematic script, that 
describes a) INT. or EXT., (where INT. means 
Interior/inside and EXT. means 
Exterior/outside), b) location, and c) time of 
day is called a __________ _________. 



•19. A line of abbreviated text at the beginning 
of each scene in a movie “screenplay style” 
cinematic script, that describes a) INT. or EXT., 
(where INT. means Interior/inside and EXT. 
means Exterior/outside), b) location, and c) 
time of day is called a __________ _________. 

•Slug line



•20. During the ____________________ 
phase of the production process, planning 
and preparation takes place. This phase is 
where scriptwriting, and storyboarding 
would take place, and is considered the 
single MOST important phase of the 
process. 



•20. During the ____________________ phase 
of the production process, planning and 
preparation takes place. This phase is where 
scriptwriting, and storyboarding would take 
place, and is considered the single MOST 
important phase of the process. 

•Preproduction



•21. When planning for shots that involve 
chromakey, the TWO factors that will 
IMPROVE QUALITY after it is composited 
are: 1) Dramatic lighting that creates strong 
shadows or hot spots on the chroma 
surface, and 2) Wardrobe that blends with 
the chroma surface and reflects the spill 
color from the chroma surface.



•21. When planning for shots that involve 
chromakey, the TWO factors that will 
IMPROVE QUALITY after it is composited are: 
1) Dramatic lighting that creates strong 
shadows or hot spots on the chroma surface, 
and 2) Wardrobe that blends with the 
chroma surface and reflects the spill color 
from the chroma surface.

•FALSE



•22. Unless changing time and space, you do 
NOT want to use transitions. By far the most 
common type of transition used in movies 
are ________________. 



•22. Unless changing time and space, you do 
NOT want to use transitions. By far the most 
common type of transition used in movies 
are ________________. 

•Cuts



•23. In a TRUCK shot, the entire camera is 
moved side-to-side, (or left and right), while 
in a PAN shot, the camera remains 
stationary, and just turns or rotates left and 
right. 



•23. In a TRUCK shot, the entire camera is 
moved side-to-side, (or left and right), while 
in a PAN shot, the camera remains 
stationary, and just turns or rotates left and 
right. 

•TRUE



•24. The simplest way to apply an Effect to a 
clip in your Timeline is to: 1) Find the Effects 
Tab in the Project Panel and select it. 2) Find 
the desired Effect in either the Video or 
Audio Effects Bin, and 3) Click and Drag the 
Effect ONTO the Clip on the Timeline. 



•24. The simplest way to apply an Effect to a 
clip in your Timeline is to: 1) Find the Effects 
Tab in the Project Panel and select it. 2) Find 
the desired Effect in either the Video or 
Audio Effects Bin, and 3) Click and Drag the 
Effect ONTO the Clip on the Timeline. 

•TRUE



•25. You will film, setup your shots, and 
_____________________ all the necessary 
elements for your project in the 
PRODUCTION phase. 



•25. You will film, setup your shots, and 
_____________________ all the necessary 
elements for your project in the 
PRODUCTION phase. 

•gather



•26. Ethnicity should NOT be taken into 
account when creating a project for a 
certain target audience, because different 
cultures have NO different rules and 
structures, NOR do they have different ways 
that their family life is oriented. 



•26. Ethnicity should NOT be taken into 
account when creating a project for a 
certain target audience, because different 
cultures have NO different rules and 
structures, NOR do they have different ways 
that their family life is oriented. 

•FALSE



•27. A ______________________ is a one or 
two SENTENCE summary of your story, (usually 
only 20-30 words), that gives more information 
about your story than a premise, and fills in 
more information and details about your main 
CHARACTER(S), his or her WANTS, and the 
OBSTACLES they have to overcome to get it. It 
provides a “hook” to get more interest in your 
story from the people you tell. 



•27. A ______________________ is a one or 
two SENTENCE summary of your story, (usually 
only 20-30 words), that gives more information 
about your story than a premise, and fills in 
more information and details about your main 
CHARACTER(S), his or her WANTS, and the 
OBSTACLES they have to overcome to get it. It 
provides a “hook” to get more interest in your 
story from the people you tell. 

•Logline



•28. Editing, color correction, and 
distribution all take place during the 
_________________ phase. 



•28. Editing, color correction, and 
distribution all take place during the 
_________________ phase.
•

•Postproduction



•29. Scene Structure is deciding WHAT shot 
will best tell your story, and WHEN to use 
that shot. Most commonly we start with a 
___________ shot and close in through a 
medium shot and closeup. 



•29. Scene Structure is deciding WHAT shot 
will best tell your story, and WHEN to use 
that shot. Most commonly we start with a 
___________ shot and close in through a 
medium shot and closeup. 

•Wide



•30. The Ripple Edit Tool is very useful when 
editing, (because UNLIKE when using the 
Selection Tool), as you use it to adjust or 
trim an edit point on a clip in your timeline 
it will NOT leave gaps.



•30. The Ripple Edit Tool is very useful when 
editing, (because UNLIKE when using the 
Selection Tool), as you use it to adjust or 
trim an edit point on a clip in your timeline 
it will NOT leave gaps.

•TRUE



•31. Two types of information that would be 
helpful to help you clarify the purpose of 
client's video would be: 1) The client's goals, 
and 2) The audience's experience. 



•31. Two types of information that would be 
helpful to help you clarify the purpose of 
client's video would be: 1) The client's goals, 
and 2) The audience's experience. 

•TRUE



•32. If you are adding a still image to your 
video, and you want to preserve 
transparency, you should choose the .png
format. 



•32. If you are adding a still image to your 
video, and you want to preserve 
transparency, you should choose the ______ 
format. 

•.png



•33. A wide shot or long shot, (also called 
wide angle or long focal length shot) is used 
to tell us who, what, and/or where about a 
scene. If it is the FIRST SHOT of a scene, it is 
referred to as a(n) _____________ shot.



•33. A wide shot or long shot, (also called 
wide angle or long focal length shot) is used 
to tell us who, what, and/or where about a 
scene. If it is the FIRST SHOT of a scene, it is 
referred to as a(n) _____________ shot.

•establishing



•34. The Rule of Thirds says it’s better to 
place subjects slightly off-center in the 
frame, and NOT to place the subject in the 
________________ of the frame. 



•34. The Rule of Thirds says it’s better to 
place subjects slightly off-center in the 
frame, and NOT to place the subject in the 
________________ of the frame. 

•middle



•35. If you are using a song in your video that 
was composed by a friend of yours, which 
answer best describes the intellectual 
property rights of that song?  



•35. If you are using a song in your video that 
was composed by a friend of yours, which 
answer best describes the intellectual 
property rights of that song?  

•The fair use doctrine applies 



•36. What is a purpose of B-Roll footage 
during an interview? 



•36. What is a purpose of B-Roll footage 
during an interview? 
•Supplemental footage that is intercut with 

the main shots to hide zooms and cuts



•37. In an interview, B-Roll, or secondary 
footage used, is a type of ______________ 
shot, which "supports" the main footage, 
and also helps cover or hide edits. 



•37. In an interview, B-Roll, or secondary 
footage used, is a type of ______________ 
shot, which "supports" the main footage, 
and also helps cover or hide edits. 

•cutaway



•38. A(n) ______ is a direct line of 
communication between the producer in 
the control room and the news anchors on 
the air. 



•38. A(n) ______ is a direct line of 
communication between the producer in 
the control room and the news anchors on 
the air. 

•IFB



•39. The term ______ refers to the careful 
determination of facts included in the 
stories presented during a newscast. 



•39. The term ______ refers to the careful 
determination of facts included in the 
stories presented during a newscast. 

•journalism



•40. Due to media convergence, reporters 
need to write stories for television and story 
text for ______. 



•40. Due to media convergence, reporters 
need to write stories for television and story 
text for ______. 

•The Internet



•41. The news department should NOT
report negative stories about businesses 
that advertise on their station. 



•41. The news department should NOT 
report negative stories about businesses 
that advertise on their station. 

•FALSE



•42. A type of human interest story that 
focuses on one person, and why that person 
is newsworthy is called a personality 
feature. 



•42. A type of human interest story that 
focuses on one person, and why that person 
is newsworthy is called a personality 
feature. 

•TRUE



•43. Some soft news stories have no 
timeliness and can be broadcast any time 
there is room in the news program. These 
are called evergreen stories. 



•43. Some soft news stories have no 
timeliness and can be broadcast any time 
there is room in the news program. These 
are called evergreen stories. 

•TRUE



•44. Most TV News scripts are formatted in 2 
columns. With the video instructions in the 
left column, and the audio and stage 
direction in the right column. 



•44. Most TV News scripts are formatted in 2 
columns. With the video instructions in the 
left column, and the audio and stage 
direction in the right column. 

•TRUE



•45. Many stories may be newsworthy one 
day, but may not be newsworthy the next. 
This best illustrates which factor? 



•45. Many stories may be newsworthy one 
day, but may not be newsworthy the next. 
This best illustrates which factor? 

•timeliness



•46. Tabloid media is considered more 
entertainment than news. 



•46. Tabloid media is considered more 
entertainment than news. 

•TRUE



•47. _________news is characterized by 
seriousness and information viewers need 
to have immediately. 



•47. _________news is characterized by 
seriousness and information viewers need 
to have immediately. 

•Hard



•48. If a traffic signal is out... this is probably 
NOT newsworthy... if this traffic signal being 
out causes a 20 car pile-up, it could be 
newsworthy because of this factor... 



•48. If a traffic signal is out... this is probably 
NOT newsworthy... if this traffic signal being 
out causes a 20 car pile-up, it could be 
newsworthy because of this factor... 

•consequence



•49. A story where the anchor speaks the 
audio while B-roll video is playing is called a 



•49. A story where the anchor speaks the 
audio while B-roll video is playing is called a 

•VO (Voice Over)



•50. Fights, riots, arguments, and wars, are 
all newsworthy because of... 



•50. Fights, riots, arguments, and wars, are 
all newsworthy because of... 

•conflict



•51. A “reader” story is introduced by an 
anchor and delivered by a reporter on 
location. 



•51. A “reader” story is introduced by an 
anchor and delivered by a reporter on 
location. 

•FALSE



•52. Also called a sound bite. 



•52. Also called a sound bite. 

•SOT (Sound On Tape)



•53. The ______________ is a document that 
presents the ORGANIZATION of stories, and 
SEQUENCE of a newscast in written form. 



•53. The ______________ is a document that 
presents the ORGANIZATION of stories, and 
SEQUENCE of a newscast in written form. 

•rundown



•54. A complete EDITED story that includes 
the intro, close, and outro is called a(n 



•54. A complete EDITED story that includes 
the intro, close, and outro is called a(n 

•package



•55. Generally speaking, news that happens 
close to you or your town is MORE 
newsworthy than the same news occurring 
far away. This factor is referred to as 



•55. Generally speaking, news that happens 
close to you or your town is MORE 
newsworthy than the same news occurring 
far away. This factor is referred to as 

•proximity



•56. Unscripted conversation by two anchors 
between stories is called 



•56. Unscripted conversation by two anchors 
between stories is called 

•patter or banter



•57. The timeframe of a newscast can be 
lengthened to accommodate all 
newsworthy stories. 



•57. The timeframe of a newscast can be 
lengthened to accommodate all 
newsworthy stories. 

•FALSE



•58. A(n) ___________ is the subject or 
geographic area that a reporter is assigned 
to regularly cover. 



•58. A(n) ___________ is the subject or 
geographic area that a reporter is assigned 
to regularly cover. 

•beat



•59. The exact length of time that a story 
must run during a program is called the 



•59. The exact length of time that a story 
must run during a program is called the 

•TRT (Total Running Time)



•60. The abbreviation OSG on a news script 
stands for “over the shoulder graphic” and 
alerts the camera person to move the 
anchor toward the side of the screen to 
make room for the graphic. 



•60. The abbreviation OSG on a news script 
stands for “over the shoulder graphic” and 
alerts the camera person to move the 
anchor toward the side of the screen to 
make room for the graphic. 

•TRUE



•61. If an important person or personality is 
involved in a story, it could be newsworthy 
just for this reason... 



•61. If an important person or personality is 
involved in a story, it could be newsworthy 
just for this reason... 

•prominence



•62. The salutation at the end of a story is 
called an intro. 



•62. The salutation at the end of a story is 
called an intro. 

•FALSE



•63. The "3 I's" of Newsworthiness are: 



•63. The "3 I's" of Newsworthiness are: 

•Interest, impact & immediacy



•64. Most news reporters are expected to 
cover at least 6 news stories a day. 



•64. Most news reporters are expected to 
cover at least 6 news stories a day. 

•FALSE



•65. A story of someone overcoming great 
odds or exhibiting an amazing effort to 
achieve great things would qualify as a 
newsworthy event because of 



•65. A story of someone overcoming great 
odds or exhibiting an amazing effort to 
achieve great things would qualify as a 
newsworthy event because of 

•achievement



•66. Appropriate attire for on camera news 
talent is important, and should be 
professional “mainstream business” in 
nature. 



•66. Appropriate attire for on camera news 
talent is important, and should be 
professional “mainstream business” in 
nature. 

•TRUE



•67. The “typical” length of a news package is 
18-20 minutes in duration. 



•67. The “typical” length of a news package is 
18-20 minutes in duration.
•

•FALSE



•68. Soft news, like kittens rescued from 
trees, or twins reunited after years of being 
separated are newsworthy because of this 
factor...



•68. Soft news, like kittens rescued from 
trees, or twins reunited after years of being 
separated are newsworthy because of this 
factor...

•human interest



•69. Human interest angles can never be 
found in hard news stories. 



•69. Human interest angles can never be 
found in hard news stories. 

•FALSE



•70. Events that are very uncommon like 
someone dying at the hands of terrorists is 
more newsworthy than someone dying in a 
traffic accident because of this element... 



•70. Events that are very uncommon like 
someone dying at the hands of terrorists is 
more newsworthy than someone dying in a 
traffic accident because of this element... 

•unusualness



•71. The very first sentence of a story is the 
______. 



•71. The very first sentence of a story is the 
______. 

•lead



•72. A good method for MANAGING the 
entire PROCESS of writing a news story is to: 
Find the Story, Identify the Angle, Research, 
Log Video, Write the Script, & Edit the Story. 



•72. A good method for MANAGING the 
entire PROCESS of writing a news story is to: 
Find the Story, Identify the Angle, Research, 
Log Video, Write the Script, & Edit the Story. 

•TRUE



•73. Everything spoken by the reporter in a 
package is the 



•73. Everything spoken by the reporter in a 
package is the 

•Reporter track



•74. The approach or point of view used to 
tell a story is the 



•74. The approach or point of view used to 
tell a story is the 

•angle



•75. A(n) __________lead begins a story 
abruptly, with facts, and using a 
straightforward action verb, and does not 
waste words. 



•75. A(n) __________lead begins a story 
abruptly, with facts, and using a 
straightforward action verb, and does not 
waste words. 

• hard



•76. In scriptwriting, INFORMAL language is 
used to write the way people speak. This is 
called 



•76. In scriptwriting, INFORMAL language is 
used to write the way people speak. This is 
called 

•writing for the ear



•77. The term “Big A” comments refers to 
“big answer” comments made by 
interviewees and are usually used as sound 
bites. 



•77. The term “Big A” comments refers to 
“big answer” comments made by 
interviewees and are usually used as sound 
bites. 

•TRUE



•78. Telling a story through a character is 
never a good idea. 



•78. Telling a story through a character is 
never a good idea. 

•FALSE



•79. Giving credit for the source of 
information in a story is called 



•79. Giving credit for the source of 
information in a story is called 

•attribution



•80. A soft lead communicates the general 
idea of the story, but does not offer many, if 
any facts.



•80. A soft lead communicates the general 
idea of the story, but does not offer many, if 
any facts.

•TRUE



•81. The ending of a story is called the 



•81. The ending of a story is called the 

• close



•82. For an interview that will be edited into 
a package or documentary story, the 
interviewee’s recorded responses are used 
as ______ in the package. 



•82. For an interview that will be edited into 
a package or documentary story, the 
interviewee’s recorded responses are used 
as ______ in the package. 

•sound bites



•83. ______footage should include shots of 
anything visual that was mentioned during 
the interview, and any natural sound 
associated with the story.



•83. ______footage should include shots of 
anything visual that was mentioned during 
the interview, and any natural sound 
associated with the story.

•B-roll



•84. One of the most important ways a 
reporter can convey interest in an 
interviewee’s response is to ______. 



•84. One of the most important ways a 
reporter can convey interest in an 
interviewee’s response is to ______. 

•maintain eye contact



•85. Tell me just how this happened...” Is an 
example of a(n) ______ question, and works 
well in documentary style packages, where 
lots of B-roll will be shot to support 
“visually,” the audio of the interviewee’s 
“storytelling” response. 



•85. Tell me just how this happened...” Is an 
example of a(n) ______ question, and works 
well in documentary style packages, where 
lots of B-roll will be shot to support 
“visually,” the audio of the interviewee’s 
“storytelling” response. 

•narration



•86. In the editing room, jump cuts can be 
removed and covered with ______ shots. 



•86. In the editing room, jump cuts can be 
removed and covered with ______ shots. 

•B-roll



•87. The lead information recorded on 
interview footage can include the 
interviewee’s name, (including the spelling 
of his/her name), title, and contact 
information. 



•87. The lead information recorded on 
interview footage can include the 
interviewee’s name, (including the spelling 
of his/her name), title, and contact 
information. 

•TRUE



•88. Nodding, smiling, and maintaining eye 
contact are examples of positive nonverbal 
feedback. 



•88. Nodding, smiling, and maintaining eye 
contact are examples of positive nonverbal 
feedback. 

•TRUE



•89. Recording lead information before an 
interview gives the photog an opportunity 
to set the audio level of the interviewee. 



•89. Recording lead information before an 
interview gives the photog an opportunity 
to set the audio level of the interviewee. 

•TRUE



•90. Reporters should reveal their personal 
feeling on a topic when asking questions 
during an interview. 



•90. Reporters should reveal their personal 
feeling on a topic when asking questions 
during an interview. 

•FALSE



•91. Effective interview questions can be 
answered using one or two words.



•91. Effective interview questions can be 
answered using one or two words.

•FALSE



•92. The reporter should always only read 
prepared questions word-for-word off note 
cards during an interview. 



•92. The reporter should always only read 
prepared questions word-for-word off note 
cards during an interview. 

•FALSE



•93. A good introduction statement for our 
Newsmagazine Style Documentary should 
be 3 to 5 minutes in length. 



•93. A good introduction statement for our 
Newsmagazine Style Documentary should 
be 3 to 5 minutes in length. 

•FALSE



•94. LOTS of B-Roll Footage is NOT important 
for a Documentary project when you have 
good long interviews 



•94. LOTS of B-Roll Footage is NOT important 
for a Documentary project when you have 
good long interviews 

•FALSE



•95. Use the _____  __________ MAXIMUM-
per-shot rule as a guideline. (NO SINGLE 
SHOT should stay on the screen longer than 
THIS amount of time without an extremely 
important reason.)



•95. Use the _____  __________ MAXIMUM-
per-shot rule as a guideline. (NO SINGLE 
SHOT should stay on the screen longer than 
THIS amount of time without an extremely 
important reason.)

•5 second



•96. When Exporting (⌘-M), your Rough Cut 
and Final Edits from Adobe Premiere Pro, 
use Format: H.264, and 

Preset: Apple TV, iPad, iPhone 4 and newer -
720p 29.97. 



•96. When Exporting (⌘-M), your Rough Cut 
and Final Edits from Adobe Premiere Pro, 
use Format: H.264, and 

Preset: Apple TV, iPad, iPhone 4 and newer -
720p 29.97. 

•TRUE



•97. Teaching the audience something they 
didn't already know, AND telling a story, is 
NOT one of the main goals of a 
documentary video. 



•97. Teaching the audience something they 
didn't already know, AND telling a story, is 
NOT one of the main goals of a 
documentary video. 

•FALSE



•98. If an interview subject has good 
information, but "stutters" or has other 
"vocal" and/or other "audio" ISSUES while 
answering a question, that INFORMATION 
becomes useless, and should NOT be 
included in your project.



•98. If an interview subject has good 
information, but "stutters" or has other 
"vocal" and/or other "audio" ISSUES while 
answering a question, that INFORMATION 
becomes useless, and should NOT be 
included in your project.

•FALSE



•99. The two main "types" of documentaries 
are Interview Driven, and Voice Over 
(Narration) Driven. 



•99. The two main "types" of documentaries 
are Interview Driven, and Voice Over 
(Narration) Driven. 

•TRUE



•100. It is accepted "industry standard" to 
usually have lyrical music, (with words), 
playing behind interviews. 



•100. It is accepted "industry standard" to 
usually have lyrical music, (with words), 
playing behind interviews. 

•FALSE


